INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY AT DISNEY

Software Engineer Intern - HTML5 Game Development

As a summer intern in the Disney.com Games Engineering team, you will have the opportunity to work alongside a cutting-edge HTML5 game development team.

Responsibilities:

• Code and develop Disney-branded HTML5 games for desktop & mobile browsers
• Collaborate alongside with a top-notch software engineering team to create high-quality, cross-platform Disney.com games
• Promote code maintainability, extensibility, and reusability
• Aggressively collect, analyze, and respond to data related to product performance

Requirements:

• Must be enrolled or recently received a BS in Computer Science or related technical discipline (or equivalent)
• A solid foundation in computer science, with strong competencies in data structures, algorithms and software design
• Extensive programming experience in one or more of the following: C/C++, Java, Python, JavaScript/AJAX, Mobile Software Development (iOS, Android)
• Exposure to game design and development experience (academic, employment, or personal)
• Excellent teamwork skills and ability to assist other team members in problem-solving
• Ability to thrive in a dynamic, fast-paced environment
• Ability to be highly flexible to quickly changing business needs and new technologies

COMPANY OVERVIEW -- Disney Interactive Media Group (DIMG), the interactive entertainment affiliate of The Walt Disney Company, creates immersive, connected, interactive experiences across console, online, mobile and social network platforms to entertain and inform audiences around the globe. DIMG's mission is to deliver Disney content to fans, whenever and wherever they want it, through numerous interactive media platforms.

Disney Interactive Media Group operates five global product groups: Disney Interactive Studios produces console and handheld video games for the Nintendo Wii™, Nintendo DS™, PlayStation®Portable, Xbox 360® video game and entertainment systems, PLAYSTATION®3 computer entertainment system, and the personal computer; Disney Online produces Disney.com and a portfolio of leading lifestyle websites for families, including Family.com; Disney Online Studios develops online virtual worlds, providing connected game-play experiences for children around the globe; Disney Mobile brings the best of Disney content to the mobile web, smart
phone applications, and mobile games; in addition, DIMG manages a Disney-branded mobile phone service in Japan in association with Softbank; and Playdom produces best-in-class content for the rapidly growing platform of casual games on emerging platforms and social networks such as Facebook and MySpace.
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URL WHERE CANDIDATES CAN APPLY: bit.ly/html5gamesintern